Locations and how to find us
The River Camp is the pearl of Marienfluss: a remote region far into the north-western reaches of
Namibia, bordered by the famous Skeleton Coast and the Kunene
River, creating natural boundaries with Angola and the Atlantic
Ocean. Two sets of mountains embrace the lodge and protect its
beauty in a stunning “out of the world” location.
The Kunene river, with its wildlife and beautiful cruises, is rife with
crocodiles but also safe spots where cruising, bathing and fishing are
unforgettable experiences.

The River Camp offers
dramatic sceneries of the
valley surrounded by three
of the most important
Namibian chains of
mountains: Baynes
Mountains, Otjihipa and
Hartmann.
The Camp can be reached
by planes through our
private landing strip or by
an Indiana-Jones like 4x4
driving through the epic
Kaokoland.

 Fly to River Camp
Drive to River Camp (Open
Google Maps)
The Elephant Lodge is set
inside Purros Conservancy,
55 km from the Skeleton
coast in a stunning Namib
desert “James-bond-style”
location. Everyday landings can take place at our south airstrip while our north airstrip can be used due to rare river
flooding events.
Drive to Elephant Lodge (Open Google Maps)

Both lodges are in a safe, unspoiled and malaria-free environment. Pure discovering pleasure.

We provide all you need to know to comfortably reach us, including suggested stop over for meals or night.

OKAHIRONGO ELEPHANT LODGE
BY CAR
GPS Coordinates: S 18´ 45" 48 E 012 56´57´
From Sesfontein turn west into the D3707 track. Follow this for around 119 km until you reach Purros - the lodge is a few
kilometers past Purros.
Depending where you will be driving from and if you are sleeping over somewhere it can take 2 days driving from Windhoek,
from Etosha you can do the drive in 1 day and from Damaraland it can take up to 6 hours depending on your itinerary.
BY PLANE
Planes fly from Eros Airport in Windhoek to Purros in about 2 hours and half.
Please note that flying times will depend on your charter company and from which destination you will be flying from, please
check this with the charter company.
OKAHIRONGO RIVER CAMP
BY CAR
GPS Coordinates: S 17´ 15" 15 E 012 25´ 51´
When you drive from Purros take the D3707 track past Purros towards Orupembe to Red Drum and then 60km to the
Marienfluss, follow the sign boards to the lodge. When you drive from Etosha, drive towards Opuwo take the C41, from Opuwo
drive to Orupembe and then take the road to Red Drum.
The driving time will depend on your itinerary and where you will be driving from, this route cannot be done in a day if you drive
from Windhoek, we recommend that you arrange accommodation halfway when you drive from Etosha via Opuwo you could
sleep over in Opuwo and when you drive from Damaraland you could arrange a sleep over at Elephant Lodge.
BY PLANE
Planes fly from Eros Airport in Windhoek to Marienfluss in about 3 hours.
Please note that flying times will depend on your charter company and from which destination you will be flying from, please
check this with the charter company.

